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 ricochet (verb) - (of a ball, bullet or other objects.) to bounce off a surface; rebound, bounce back, be 
deflected.  
E.g. An angry Ravichandran Ashwin asked Eoin Morgan and Tim Southee to not use “derogatory” words 
and lecture him on ‘Spirit of Cricket’ by taking a moral high ground after their on-field bust-up over an 
extra run during an IPL game. He then told Morgan and Southee that ‘Spirit of Cricket’ can’t be different 
strokes for different folks. During Tuesday’s IPL match between Delhi Capitals and Kolkata Knight Riders, 
Ashwin tried to take a run after a throw from the deep by Rahul Tripathi had ricocheted off his partner 
Rishabh Pant’s body.  

 impressionable (adjective) – (especially of a young person) easily impressed and influenced by others; 
susceptible, receptive, persuadable, malleable.  
E.g. Ideas should be fought with ideas; ideas cannot be banned. Second, students at the postgraduate level 
are mature enough to understand and decide which idea to support and which idea to oppose. So, nothing 
should be excluded from the curriculum. If a curriculum is being structured for school students, who are of 
an impressionable age, educationists can decide on the manner of presenting the subject to the students.  

 tone-deaf (adjective) – insensitive to the concerns or difficulties of others; unable to understand matters 
concerning others’ sentiment/opinion; having a lack of perception, having a lack of understanding.  
E.g. On nutritional planning, the renewed plan should introduce a greater diversity of diets that 
compensates for micronutrient and protein deficiency. Strong supplementation of nutrition at school, in 
the community, and at childcare centres is critical at a time when criticism of food inflation has met with a 
tone-deaf response, and pandemic induced income declines have depressed essential consumption.  

 potion (noun) – a drink (a mixture of liquids) with medical, magical, or properties; concoction, mixture, 
brew, elixir; (it is from Latin word “potio” meaning “drink”).  
E.g. We have witnessed how Air India and Indian Airlines, which were in the black before their ill-conceived 
formal merger in 2007, plunged into a bottomless pit draining tax-payers’ funds. In the eventuality of the 
Tatas winning the Air India bid, merging the four airlines (Air India, Air India Express, Vistara and Air Asia 
India) will require large doses of the magic potion of Getafix of Asterix fame (Getafix is a character in a 
French comic book series named Asterix).  

 edaphic (adjective) – relating to the physical, biological or chemical condition/composition of the soil that 
influences the living organisms and processes that occur in the soil in a particular area; In layman’s terms, 
it is concerned with the influence of soils on living things, particularly plants.  
E.g. India’s varied edaphic, climatic and topographic (geographic) conditions are spread over 10 bio-
geographical regions and four biodiversity hotspots, sheltering 8% of the world’s known flora (plant life) 
and fauna (animal life).  

 tangent (noun) – a sudden and entirely different discussion, argument, thinking, reasoning or activity 
(deviating from the main subject/topic/task).  
E.g. Another tangent that needs to be observed as the initiative takes shape is whether AUKUS is an 
attempt by the U.S. to position Australia as a ‘Net Security Provider’ in the Indo-Pacific. This is especially so 
given India’s reluctance to add a military dimension to the Quadrilateral grouping comprising India, 
Australia, Japan and the U.S.  

 perpetual (adjective) – everlasting, constant, continuous, unending, unceasing, permanent, nonstop, 
incessant; recurrent, repeated (frequently), chronic, unabating.  
E.g. Facebook is in perpetual crisis mode. For years now, the company has confronted waves of critical 
scrutiny on issues caused or exacerbated by the platform. Recent revelations have lengthened the charge 
sheet.  

 behemoth (noun) – a very large and powerful company/organization.  
E.g. Regulators in the US, UK and the EU are gearing up to probe Facebook over anticompetitive practices, 
its impact on the mental health of children and its destabilising impact on democracies. As these 
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investigations begin, we should think of the 4 October global outage as a warning of the dangers that come 
with piling the lifelines and livelihoods of millions of vulnerable people into a single behemoth.  

 paraphernalia (noun) – a group of apparatus, equipment or things used for a particular activity; 
miscellaneous articles, set of objects; trappings, accessories, (personal) belongings.  
E.g. Today, the world has a whole spectrum of groups – from the European Union at one end to the African 
Union at the other – with varying shades of cooperation…Many of them do not have regional, ideological 
or thematic homogeneity to lend them a reason for forming a group. The time, the money and the energy 
spent on convening not only summits but also a whole paraphernalia of ministerial, official and expert 
level meetings do not seem justified.  

 unapologetic (adjective) – not wanting to apologize; not showing regret; not saying sorry about something.  
E.g. Defending privatisation policy, Principal Economic Adviser Sanjeev Sanyal on Saturday said most of the 
public sector undertakings (PSUs) that the government intends to sell were actually created by the private 
sector. Stressing that this government is unapologetic about privatisation, he said “you (Opposition) made 
the point that this (PSUs) has been built through the blood and sweat of the public sector. So, let me put 
the record straight on this: Actually much of what we are attempting to privatise were actually built by the 
private sector.”  

 epochal (adjective) – having great significance/importance and marking the beginning of a new 
development or epoch (era); epoch-making, momentous, consequential, pivotal, historic.  
E.g. Chief Economic Advisor Krishnamurthy Subramanian has decided to return to academia at the 
completion of his three-year tenure in early December… “To get an opportunity to serve one’s nation is an 
absolute privilege! Being provided the opportunity to contribute during a period of tremendous 
uncertainty and epochal change has been the lucky icing on the cake…” he said in a statement on Friday.  

 brevity (noun) – shortness, briefness, transience, impermanence, ephemerality; conciseness, succinctness, 
compactness.  
E.g. The brevity of human memory is often a blessing and even necessary for our collective healing from 
suffering. But the lessons we learn from suffering are possibly even more crucial.  

 broad-brush (adjective) – lacking in detail, incomplete, general, nonspecific, vague, inadequate, sketchy, 
superficial, perfunctory.  
E.g. With elections around the corner in many States, political parties are competing with one another in 
promising free power,… We hope that people question the wisdom of broad-brush promises such as free 
power, which cannot be sustained in the long run.  

 boomerang (verb) – backfire, come back, bounce back, return (to cause problems); be counterproductive, 
come home to roost, have an adverse effect, have unwelcome repercussions, be self-defeating.  
E.g. So, what happened to the fighting spirit of the Chief Ministers and political leaders from Andhra and 
Telangana?… Politically savvy and strong regional leaders like Mr. K. Chandrasekhara Rao and Mr. Y. S. 
Jagan Mohan Reddy should rise to the occasion and foil such crude attempts to hit at federalism and 
democracy. Their attitude of running with the hare and hunting with the hounds could even boomerang.  

 post-haste (adverb) – as quickly as possible, as soon as possible, ASAP, without delay, quickly, very quickly, 
speedily, swiftly, without further ado, promptly, immediately.  
E.g. The coal crisis that is roiling power output is sure to also ripple across sectors and undermine price 
stability unless policy makers intervene post haste.  

 deign (verb) – to do something unwillingly/reluctantly by considering that it is below one’s dignity/ 
superiority to do so; condescend, stoop, think/see fit, lower oneself, humble oneself.  
E.g. With global crude oil ruling near three-year highs, unless the Central and State governments deign to 
respond to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)’s entreaties (humble requests) and cut fuel levies, there is little 
scope for inflation easing by much in this category.  
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 commensurate (adjective) – appropriate to, corresponding to, in accordance with, in proportion with; 
equivalent, equal, matching, comparable, proportionate.  
E.g. Populist politics has ensured that the price that many consumers pay for power is not commensurate 
with the production costs. In FY19, for instance, the revenues of distribution companies covered only 
about 70% of their total costs. This has discouraged private investment in power generation and 
distribution even as the demand for power continues to rise each year.  

 instinct (noun) – (natural) talent, ability, capacity, skill, flair.  
E.g. The manner in which Chennai Super Kings (CSK) effortlessly lifted its game in the IPL final against 
Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) underlined its killer instinct… Few cricketers understand the dynamics of T20 
cricket like Dhoni does. He has his finger on the pulse of the game, comprehends the ebb and the flow (the 
recurring pattern of coming and going), and gives cricketers the freedom to express themselves…  

 artefact (noun) – a statistical analysis or an experimental finding that does not represent the ground 
reality, but rather is the (unintended) consequence of a flawed design or analytic error.  
E.g. This year’s Global Hunger Index (GHI) did not go down well with the government. This was expected 
given that it ranks India 101 out of 116 countries for which reliable and comparable data exist. To add 
insult to injury, the GHI puts India far below some of its neighbouring countries… Is India’s performance on 
hunger as dismal as denoted by the index or is it partly a statistical artefact?…  

 subterfuge (noun) – deception, trickery, tactic, cunning (action), intrigue, skullduggery, dishonesty (to 
achieve one’s aim/objective).  
E.g. The logistical or legal justifications of the Union government to not disclose caste census data and 
refuse to conduct a full caste enumeration in the forthcoming Census do not stand scrutiny. Rather, it 
creates ground for suspicion whether the establishment has vested interests in concealing the real 
numbers and proportions of various castes in the Indian population. Such subterfuge would not be 
acceptable to a wide spectrum of social movements and political parties, who are demanding full caste 
enumeration.  

 overawe (verb) – frighten, threaten, scare, intimidate, unnerve, terrify, browbeat, bully.  
E.g. the objective of the National Security Policy in the 21st century is to define what assets are required to 
be defended, the identity of opponents who seek to overawe the people of a target nation, by unfamiliar 
moves to cause disorientation (confusion) of people.  

 greenwash (noun) – a corporate procedure of marketing products or brand as “green (eco-friendly)”, but 
engaging in environmentally unsustainable practices.  
E.g. The denial of the climate and ecological crisis runs so deep that hardly anyone takes real notice any 
more. Since no one treats the crisis like a crisis, the existential warnings keep on drowning in a steady tide 
of greenwash and everyday media news flow.  

 flinch from (phrasal verb) – avoid doing/dealing with something (due to fear/anxiety); shy away, turn 
away, pull away, recoil, dodge, evade.  
E.g. Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday said there was political will to attack corruption today, 
while previous Governments lacked both political and administrative will. “The Prime Minister exhorted 
(encouraged/urged) the officers not to flinch from taking action against the corrupt and ensure that there 
is no safe haven for anyone who deceives the country and countrymen,” a statement from the Prime 
Minister’s Office said.  

 legion (adjective) – numerous, countless, innumerable, incalculable, limitless, boundless, many, abundant, 
plentiful.  
E.g. Kerala’s achievements in human development are legion. However, it can no longer rest on its laurels 
in this area, ignoring the relentless assault on its natural assets… In some ways Kerala led States in showing 
that development is not synonymous with economic growth. But now it seems to be trapped in a mindless 
consumerism that is threatening its future.  
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 parochial (adjective) – narrow-minded, small-minded, inward-looking, short-sighted, myopic, introverted, 
illiberal, hidebound, intolerant.  
E.g. At the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA), India’s External 
Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar targeted China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Admonishing (criticizing 
strongly) China’s methods in promoting the BRI, he said while greater connectivity was essential for the 
promotion of regional stability, it must not be pursued for parochial interests. He also confronted Pakistan 
for its support towards cross-border terrorism.  

 scribe (noun) – journalist, reporter; writer, author.  
E.g. However, when Kohli was asked if his team was over-confident and wasn’t thinking about the Pakistan 
game, it did get his goat. “You know it’s amazing what reality is and what people have ideas on the 
outside. I just wish they could put on a cricket kit and understand what pressure is,” Kohli told a Pakistani 
scribe who had asked the question.  

 laissez-faire (noun (as modifier)) - French phrase literally means “allow to do or let do”; “leave it alone” 
without government’s intervention; free enterprise, private enterprise, free trade, non-intervention, free-
market capitalism, private ownership, deregulation.  
E.g. The idea of ‘bubbles of trust’ offers a cautious middle path between the extremes of technological 
sovereignty and laissez-faire globalisation. Unlike trading blocs, which tend to be insular and exclusive, 
bubbles tend to expand organically, attracting new partners that share values, interests and economic 
complementarities.  

 gumption (noun) - courage, nerve, mettle, guts; spirited initiative; acumen, astuteness, common sense, 
cleverness.  
E.g. For India to convert its ambitions of installing 450GW of renewable power by 2030, adding green 
hydrogen or increasing electric vehicles into commitments may require more homework than done so far. 
Will India have the gumption to leverage these offers to push the U.S. and other developed country 
laggards (delayers) to step up their commitments and actions towards the 2030 goal…  

 dichotomy (noun) – a division/separation/partition of something (ideas, things, groups, etc.) into two parts 
that are either entirely different from each other or completely opposite to each other; duality, polarity.  
E.g. Political parties and civil society should consider quality aspects in education, healthcare and 
employment and ensure fair distribution and redistribution of resources for the marginalised communities. 
We draw the public’s attention and debate to the dichotomy between welfare and unsolicited freebies or 
populism, so that the constitutional ideal of a secular, egalitarian and democratic India can be realised.  

 Sherpa (noun) – an expert (a civil servant or diplomat) accompanying the leader of a member country to 
an international summit meeting; The term is derived from local people employed as porters/guides for 
mountaineers in the Himalayas. In Tibetan, shar means East; pa is a suffix meaning ‘people’.  
E.g. The Government has extended the term for Governor of Reserve Bank of India, Shaktikanta Das by 
three years. Now, his term will end in 2024…. Das is former Revenue Secretary and prior to his 
appointment in RBI, he was member of 15th Finance Commission and G20 Sherpa of India. He has vast 
experience in various areas of governance in the last 38 years.  

 backstop (verb) – support, help, assist, back, bolster, prop up, reinforce; to act/serve as a backstop 
(emergency plan) to.  
E.g. The new global tax agreement consists of two pillars, of which the second is the most important. It 
backstops the corporate tax rate at 15% across the world by letting governments impose a “top-up” tax on 
home companies that pay lower than 15% tax on profits they declare abroad. So, if an American company 
pays only 5% taxes on profits that it declares as that of its subsidiary in Ireland, the U.S. government will 
now be able to impose a 10% additional tax on these profits.  

 different strokes for different folks (phrase) – different ways of doing something are appropriate/suitable 
for different people.  
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E.g. An angry Ravichandran Ashwin asked Eoin Morgan and Tim Southee to not use “derogatory” words 
and lecture him on ‘Spirit of Cricket’ by taking a moral high ground after their on-field bust-up over an 
extra run during an IPL game. He then told Morgan and Southee that ‘Spirit of Cricket’ can’t be different 
strokes for different folks. During Tuesday’s IPL match between Delhi Capitals and Kolkata Knight Riders, 
Ashwin tried to take a run after a throw from the deep by Rahul Tripathi had ricocheted off his partner 
Rishabh Pant’s body.  

 from the ground up (phrase) – completely, totally, fully, thoroughly, comprehensively.  
E.g. The challenge of health care in India, as decades of research and the experience with the novel 
coronavirus pandemic have shown, can be expressed quite simply. There are too few hospitals with 
trained staff to cater to all Indians. But expanding the health-care system will not be easy… For a digital 
health ecosystem to work, it is important that the fundamentals be fixed from the ground up.  

 set alarm bells ringing (phrase) – to make someone feel distressed/concerned about something.  
E.g. The lower offtake of foodgrains for the noon meal scheme during the pandemic over the previous year 
and patchy food distribution mechanisms in many States should set alarm bells ringing. The future of a 
generation of Indians is at stake.  

 in the black (phrase) – debt-free, out of debt, financially sound, creditworthy, of good financial standing, 
profit-making, profitable (whereas “in the red” means in debt, in deficit, owing money, in arrears, showing 
a loss).  
E.g. We have witnessed how Air India and Indian Airlines, which were in the black before their ill-conceived 
formal merger in 2007, plunged into a bottomless pit draining tax-payers’ funds. In the eventuality of the 
Tatas winning the Air India bid, merging the four airlines (Air India, Air India Express, Vistara and Air Asia 
India) will require large doses of the magic potion of Getafix of Asterix fame (Getafix is a character in a 
French comic book series named Asterix).  

 in layman’s terms (phrase) – in simple language/words that someone who is not an expert in a particular 
field/subject can easily understand.  
E.g. Restoration in laymen’s terms is bringing back the degraded or deforested landscape to its original 
state by various interventions to enable them to deliver all the benefits.  

 take something at face value (phrase) – to accept or believe something as someone says without thinking 
whether it is true or not.  
E.g. Afghanistan has shown that New Delhi cannot depend on or tag along with anyone to protect its 
national interests. Given the surprise and setback India received with the sudden exit of the U.S., the 
country can ill-afford to lower its guard by taking AUKUS at face-value.  

 hand over fist (phrase) – very quickly/rapidly.  
E.g. The company’s leadership knows how to make Facebook and Instagram safer, but won’t make the 
necessary changes because they have put their astronomical (huge) profits before people.” We shouldn’t 
be surprised that making money hand over fist is any company’s primary motivation. But here we have 
further evidence that Facebook is a uniquely socially toxic platform.  

 us and them (phrase) – describing the perception of disunity/disagreement between two groups.  
E.g. “Pandemic of the unvaccinated” was an attractive outlook because implicit in the phrase was the 
corresponding comfort that “the vaccinated” were safe. It’s not our pandemic any more; it’s theirs. Here 
was an “us and them” narrative I could get behind.  

 It stands to reason (phrase) – it is obvious, it is logical, it is sensible, it is understandable.  
E.g. The proliferation of alliances and groups will be a matter of close scrutiny by many countries in the 
light of the new trend initiated by the U.S. Collective bargaining is the strength of group diplomacy but it 
cannot be effective without commitment to a common cause. Its tands to reason that India should also 
reconsider the plethora of groups we are in and rationalise them after a reality check.  
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 set the record straight (phrase) – to tell the truth about something (that has been said falsely/incorrectly).  
E.g. Defending privatisation policy, Principal Economic Adviser Sanjeev Sanyal on Saturday said most of the 
public sector undertakings (PSUs) that the government intends to sell were actually created by the private 
sector. Stressing that this government is unapologetic about privatisation, he said “you (Opposition) made 
the point that this (PSUs) has been built through the blood and sweat of the public sector. So, let me put 
the record straight on this: Actually much of what we are attempting to privatise were actually built by the 
private sector.”  

 the icing on the cake (phrase) – an interesting/attractive addition of something which makes a good 
situation to look even better.  
E.g. Chief Economic Advisor Krishnamurthy Subramanian has decided to return to academia at the 
completion of his three-year tenure in early December… “To get an opportunity to serve one’s nation is an 
absolute privilege! Being provided the opportunity to contribute during a period of tremendous 
uncertainty and epochal change has been the lucky icing on the cake…” he said in a statement on Friday.  

 pick up the tab/bill (phrase) – to pay for something; pay up, pay out, pay the bill, settle up; foot the bill, 
shell out.  
E.g. The pandemic’s impact on public finances and the carrier’s (Air India’s) operations, especially given the 
devastating impact on air travel both domestic and international, is sure to have helped spur the 
Government’s decision to agree to not only absorb 75% of the carrier’s debt, but to also pick up the tab on 
medical benefits for former employees.  

 draw a blank (phrase) – be unsuccessful, fail to get a result; to be unable to find something, to not be able 
to remember something.  
E.g. Persistent attempts to establish the employer-worker relationship on record have drawn a blank, 
given that the mine-owning community is a major revenue contributor to the State (Rajasthan). That said, 
the immediate impetus for silicosis (occupational/job-related disease due to dust exposure) prevention 
could come from two related places in the Occupational Safety, Health and Working Conditions (OSHWC) 
Code.  

 run with the hare and hunt with the hounds (phrase) – try to support both sides of an 
argument/conflict/dispute.  
E.g. So, what happened to the fighting spirit of the Chief Ministers and political leaders from Andhra and 
Telangana?… Politically savvy and strong regional leaders like Mr. K. Chandrasekhara Rao and Mr. Y. S. 
Jagan Mohan Reddy should rise to the occasion and foil such crude attempts to hit at federalism and 
democracy. Their attitude of running with the hare and hunting with the hounds could even boomerang.  

 blow/take the lid off (phrase) – expose, reveal, bring to light, make known, make public, disclose, publish, 
release (the truth/secrets about something).  
E.g. Taking the lid off illicit financial flows… The Pandora Papers, published on October 3, once again 
expose the illegal activities of the rich and the mighty across the world. The Pandora Papers investigation is 
“the world’s largest-ever journalistic collaboration, involving more than 600 journalists from 150 media 
outlets in 117 countries”.  

 be hard put to do something (phrase) – find it very difficult to do something.  
E.g. Given the manner of the Taliban’s takeover (Afghanistan) in August, with support from Pakistan, 
maintaining links with terror groups including those that target India leaves the Government hard-put to 
increase its engagement, or to send aid directly to the new regime.  
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 put the cart before the horse (phrase) – do things in the wrong order; reverse/change the method of 
doing something.  
E.g. On the last date of (Pegasus) hearing, September 13, the Court indicated that it would establish a 
Committee to look into the matter. However, this puts the cart before the horse: it is unclear why the 
Court has not yet drawn an adverse inference (conclusion/opinion) against the Government for its 
repeated refusal to answer straightforward questions about potentially abusive surveillance;…  

 have one’s finger on the pulse (phrase) – to be familiar with all the latest developments, trends, 
happenings or changes in a particular situation/activity.  
E.g. The manner in which Chennai Super Kings (CSK) effortlessly lifted its game in the IPL final against 
Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) underlined its killer instinct… Few cricketers understand the dynamics of T20 
cricket like Dhoni does. He has his finger on the pulse of the game, comprehends the ebb and the flow (the 
recurring pattern of coming and going), and gives cricketers the freedom to express themselves…  

 add insult to injury (phrase) – used to say when something makes a bad situation even worse; worsen, 
compound, exacerbate, aggravate.  
E.g. This year’s Global Hunger Index (GHI) did not go down well with the government. This was expected 
given that it ranks India 101 out of 116 countries for which reliable and comparable data exist. To add 
insult to injury, the GHI puts India far below some of its neighbouring countries… Is India’s performance on 
hunger as dismal as denoted by the index or is it partly a statistical artefact?…  

 compare apples with oranges (phrase) – used to say that two things are entirely different from each other 
and it is not logical to compare them.  
E.g. Outside of experiments, researchers have to rely on real-world data which is messy. Drawing the 
correct causal inference (conclusion/reasoning) entails comparisons between groups… But since 
individuals or States differ along many dimensions, comparison needs to be done carefully to avoid 
comparing apples with oranges.  
Additionally, adjustments need to be made for self-selection and omitted variables that might confound 
(prove wrong) causal inference.  

 play to the gallery (phrase) – referring to someone’s action/behaviour, i.e. instead of doing the job 
assigned, a person is keen on gaining public attention & popularity.  
E.g. Coal crises keep recurring in the country primarily due to the shortage in coal production. Ironically, 
India sits on 300 billion MT of coal and, as mentioned earlier, our annual requirement is around a billion 
MT per annum. A similar crisis had occurred in 2014. Back then, it was on account of a Comptroller and 
Auditor General who played to the gallery after making his calculations just like an accountant…  

 fancy one’s chances (phrase) – to have faith in one’s (own) talent and believe to be successful.  
E.g. Scotland will fancy its chances of maintaining its unbeaten run and enter the Super 12 on a winning 
note when it meets Oman in the Group-B league game of the T20 World Cup here on Thursday.  

 second to none (phrase) – the best; better than all others; incomparable, matchless, beyond comparison, 
unparalleled; outstanding, perfect, consummate.  
E.g. How would India have secured enough vaccines for such a large population and how many years 
would that have taken? It is here that credit (praise) should be given to Indian scientists and entrepreneurs 
for rising to the occasion. It is due to their talent and hardwork that India is truly Aatmanirbhar when it 
comes to vaccines. Our vaccine manufacturers, by scaling up to meet the demands of such a large 
population, have shown that they are second to none.  
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 rest on one’s laurels (phrase) – to be satisfied with one’s accomplishments in the past and not to make any 
further efforts.  
E.g. Kerala’s achievements in human development are legion. However, it can no longer rest on its laurels 
in this area, ignoring the relentless assault on its natural assets… In some ways Kerala led States in showing 
that development is not synonymous with economic growth. But now it seems to be trapped in a mindless 
consumerism that is threatening its future.  

 in the doldrums (phrase) – inactive, slow, slack, sluggish, stagnant, lethargic, inert, dull.  
E.g. India signed memorandum of understandings (MoUs) with Iran in 2015 to develop the Chabahar port 
in the Sistan-Baluchistan province that was in the doldrums from 2003. Most of the Central Asian leaders 
view India’s Chabahar port as an opportunity to diversify their export markets and control China’s 
ambitions.  

 get someone’s goat (phrase) – to upset someone, to irritate someone, to annoy someone, to make 
someone angry.  
E.g. However, when Kohli was asked if his team was over-confident and wasn’t thinking about the Pakistan 
game, it did get his goat. “You know it’s amazing what reality is and what people have ideas on the 
outside. I just wish they could put on a cricket kit and understand what pressure is,” Kohli told a Pakistani 
scribe who had asked the question.  

 hold someone’s feet to the fire (phrase) – put pressure on someone to do something, to hold someone 
accountable, to force someone to obey/follow (your command).  
E.g. It was suggested some years ago that the Conference of Parties (COP) ensures that Parties iteratively 
raise their commitments till they add up to the requisite 45% (global emissions) reduction by 2030. But 
who will hold their feet to the fire?  

 wheel and deal (phrase) – to do something cleverly & dishonestly in order to get benefits/advantages, 
especially in business or politics.  
E.g. India has so far resisted pressures to raise its Paris Agreement emission reduction commitments. But it 
has not yet submitted its updated Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) as required and may face 
difficulties at Glasgow, especially from Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and most vulnerable countries 
feeling existentially threatened even as powerful nations wheel and deal.  

 have an ear to the ground (phrase) – to be aware of what is happening around you, particularly current 
events & trends.  
E.g. If advertising is about selling a product, no company will willingly put out a campaign that may hurt its 
brand. The messaging must be sensitive, and that comes when a marketing team has its ear to the ground. 
It is nothing unusual for some ad campaigns to fail. But, worryingly, many brands have had to withdraw 
their campaign material after manufactured social media outrage…  

 out of the woods (phrase) – out of danger; free from difficulties.  
E.g. The Government of India has extended the tenure of Reserve Bank of India (RBI) governor Shaktikanta 
Das for a period of three years,… Mr. Das, 1980 batch officer, played an important role in steering the 
economy during the COVID-19 period… To steer the economy out of the woods, triggered by a once-in-a-
century pandemic, he took both conventional and unconventional measures.  

 the ink is barely dry (phrase) – things change very quickly right after an agreement/contract is made 
between two people (things change even before the ink is dry, i.e. the ink is still wet on the 
agreement/contract document which has just been made).  
E.g. A milestone global deal to ensure big companies pay a minimum tax rate of 15% and make it harder to 
avoid taxation has been agreed after Ireland, Estonia and Hungary signed up to an accord… However, with 
the ink barely dry on the deal, some countries were already raising concerns about its implementation. The 
Swiss Finance Ministry demanded in a statement that the interests of small economies be taken into 
account,…  


